WE CALL IT NEW GENERATION
SOUNDSCREEN. YOU’LL CALL IT HEAVEN
SoundScreen is Australia’s most trusted acoustic insulation because of its proven
performance. Builders large and small know that wall systems that incorporate SoundScreen
will deliver on the fundamental requirement to screen sound out. CSR Bradford has now
improved this product and developed NEW GENERATION SoundScreen. New fiberising
technology has been used to deliver even better sound attenuation properties.

THE SMARTEST DECISION YOU’LL EVER MAKE
We need our homes to insulate us from the extremes of heat and cold. However, without
thermal insulation, homes can still bake in summer as the external heat enters the house
through the roof, walls and windows and in winter the warm air can escape the same way.
Thermal insulation provides an effective barrier, restricting the flow of heat into and out of the
home.
By reducing the temperature extremes within the home the need for air conditioning or
heating is reduced. This saves money on energy bills and helps the environment, given most
of the electricity in Australia is still generated from non-renewable natural resources.

THE ULTIMATE IN UNDERFLOOR INSULATION
Bradford Optimo™ is a rigid, high density insulation with excellent thermal and acoustic
properties, specifically developed to increase the comfort, energy efficiency and safety of
homes with suspended timber floors. Designed to fit snugly between the joists and supported
with custom designed aluminium straps or plastic saddles, Optimo™ is a simple to install
solution.
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WRAP UP AGAINST THE ELEMENTS

The effective sealing of a building structure reduces draughts, reduces the ingress of dust
and improves the effectiveness of the insulation which results in improved energy efficiency.
Depending upon the design of the building and the climate zone in which it is being built,
reflective sarking products and vapour permeable membranes can offer specific advantages
to both the builder and long term benefits to the homeowner.

THE TRUSTED NAME IN METAL ROOF
INSULATION

Bradford Anticon is specially designed to enhance the performance of metal roofs. Combining
Gold glasswool insulation faced with reflective foil laminate, Anticon not only helps keep out
the summer heat and stop the warmth leaving the home in winter but also helps prevent
condensation forming under your metal roof.
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FRESH AIR SHOULD COME NATURALLY
Edmonds SupaVent is a premium natural ventilator designed to exhaust heat and moisture
from the roof space of a home. The vent has an attractive and streamlined look to
complement any house design. SupaVents are constructed from a durable UV stabilized
polymer which means they won’t rust or corrode and come with a 15 year Warranty.
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